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IHTROBUCflOH 
The two-vheeler market in India has come of age aad soon going to be hi^ly 
competitive. Superior products, the result of foreign oollahoration, are 
heing introduced into the market at an increasing rate. Escorts has teamed 
up vith Tamaha of Japan to manufacture India's first twin cylinder motorcycle. 
Znndapp Herke of Germany has gone into collaboration with Enfield India of 
Madras. Three models are expected to he introduced shortly. Piaggio of 
Italy has given the technical know-how to Lohia Machines of Kanpur and 
Andhra Pradesh Scooters of Hyderabad to manufacture the VESPA X£ series. The 
ventures for manufacturing h i ^ technology two-wheelers in thisccountry are 
endless. 
The spurt in demand for petrol powered bi-wheelers was witnessed in the 
seventies, mainly because of the increased incomes made available to the 
people due to various development schemes. Increasing tirbanisation and the 
growth of mammoth metropolitan cities have further aggravated the shortage of 
bi-wheelers. This demand has grown tremendously in the bigger cities and 
some interesting points woCth studying areilh-
a) The factors which contribute to the demand for the bi-wheelers especially 
in the big cities. 
b) The pattern of demand for variousHypes of brands of bi-wheelers. 
c) The consumer profile for bi-wheelers. 
d) The attitude of these consumers towards their vehicles and 
e) The J P M I * general problems they encounter as owners of bi-wheelers in 
spare parts, services, etc. 
The results of this study can be ^effectively put to use by all the manufacturers 
who have recently gone into collaboration with the foreign mantxfacturers, by 
designing thiir machines taking into accoxmt the problems faced by the potential 
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customers with their existing machines. Secondly an idea of what the coBSumer 
wants or expects from his machine can also be ascertained. 
Among the various techniques available for making a relevant study, a field 
survey involving personal interviews with the actual users of bi-wheelers was 
considered suitable. 
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OBJBCTIVBS OF THE STUDY 
A fflediun sized field survey was carried out in Delhi and Farida'bad with the 
following ohjectivesii-
i) To assess the attitude of the vehicle owners towards their machine that 
they have at present. 
ii) To ascertain the nature of complaints, separately for each m£ike/brand. 
iii)To ascertain thei^opinion of the vehicle owners ahout the service facilities 
that are available at present in thetrftity with a specific reference to 
after-sales service and attitude towards their service dealer. 
iv) To ascertain the owners preference for other brands in case they have to 
replace the present machine. 
v) To ascertain the owners opinion about the availability of spare parts. 
vi) To estimate the average maintenance ;oost per month and average operating 
expenses per thousand kilometers, separately for each make/brand. 
vii)To assess how far the favourable resale value of scooters affect the 
deaand for motorcycles vis-a^-vis scooters. 
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SAMPLE DESIGN 
The fast growing metropolis, Delhi with the highest concentration of 
bi-wheelers in the cotmtry (having more than 205^  of India's total) constituted 
the imiverse. Gost and time considerations too, restricted the field survey-
to Delhi. In all, we proposed to conduct 590 intei*views, hut due to lack of 
time we could conduct only 350 interviews. Moreover some interviews had to 
be rejected because the data provided by the respondents, on scrutiny were 
fotmd to be internally inconsistent. Thus, in all, the number of interviews 
as actually taken into account for the purpose of our analysis is 307 as 
against 500 planned. While distributing the number of interviews to be 
conducted in each category of vehicle, due weight has been given to the 
population of vehicles in each category. 
Even thou^ it was planned to contact about 50 owners of EHWffiLD motorcycles and 
scooters like PAHTABULOUS, ALLWTK POSPAK, RAJDOOT, CEHTO, AVAUTI, etc., we 
could contact only 21 Enfield owners and 12 of the above mentioned scooter 
owners, mainly because:-
i) the number of these scooters and motorcycles is very small as compared 
to other brands in Delhi. 
ii) the owners are scattered over various parts of Delhi. 
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QUESTIOHHAIBB DESIGN 
The CLues-tioimaire was designed to measure -the attitude of "bi-wheeler owners 
towards their mach.ines. It was also used to measure the demographic 
characteristics. 
Errors influenced hy the questionnaire itself were kept at a minimum. Surrogate 
information error was minimized hy clearly defining objectives. Response rates 
was almost 100^ as the respondents were required to complete the questionnaire 
in the presence of the researcher. Keasurement error was kept at a minimum 
hy giving a sufficient choice. 
For convenience the Questionnaire was divided into five parts. 
PART A dealt with the particulars of the vehicle owned. In this, questions 
were asked ahout the brand name of vehicle owned, registration, year of 
purchase, new/second-hand, mode of purchase, etc. 
PART B deals with the consumers rating their vehicle. Reasons for choioe of 
present machine, in case of replacement of present vehicle^y the vehicle 
preferred, performance of machine, etc. were a few questions asked. 
PAST C concerned with the maintenance of the vehicle. Information regarding 
the availability of spare parts, service, facilities was collected in this 
part. 
In PART D we tried to hi^light the demographic characteristics of the 
respondents. 
PART E consisted of the investigation particulars i.e. the date of interview 
and signature of respondents. 
SELBCTIOH OP BBSPOHDEHTS 
A comprehensive list which gives name of the owner, address, year of purchase, 
etc. was prepared sepeurately for each brand with the help of Registration Books 
i 
maintained by the respective dealers in Belhi. Bandom sampling procedure was 
adopted for the selection of respondents from each category. But during the 
field work, 1 encountered a lot of difficulties such as absence and non-ooopera^ 
tion of some selected owners, etc. andhence to achieve our sample size 
wherever possible we changed to contacting some owners who own the necessary 
brands or makes. However, this does not affect the validity of any of the 
conclusions of the study. The number of respondents contacted by type of 
vehicle they owned at the time of this survey is given in Table I* 
PAET II 
ANALYSIS OP SURVBT RESULTS 
SECTION I 
COHSUMER PROFILE 
1.1 Distribtttion of Respondents "by Marital S-tatusi 
The significance of the marital status of the uehicle owners related 
with the preference for scooter vis-a-vis motorcycle was investigated. 
It seems that more hachelors prefer to have motorcycles, whereas the 
married people have a definite preference for scooters. The details 
regarding the proportion of hachelors and married persons owning 
motorcycles and scooters are seen in Tahle I. 
Among the motorcyle owners 375^ are hachelors as against only 1 ^ in the 
case of scooter owners. Also it has been observed that among the mairried 
persons, 83jf of them are scooter owners. This may be due to the 
psychological feeling of safety, comfort and the influence of ladies 
preference. 
1.2 Distribution of respondents by age group 
Age of the vehicle owners too, to some extent influences the preference 
for motorcycles vis-a-vis scooters. Per example the people in the 
age group below 20 smd between 21 and 25 may prefer to have a motorcycle. 
And the reason that we can assign for this factor is, that the youngsters 
want fast driving and control. Percentage distribution of respondents 
contacted by various age groups is given in Table II* 
It has been observed from the table, that nearly 2836 of the motorcycle 
owners contacted are in the age group of 21-25 years against 145^  in the 
case of scooters, Innversely the proportion of motorcycle owners in the 
upper age group (36-59yrs.) is considerably lower than that of the 
scooter owners. This is mainly because of their belief in safety and the 
impact of family influence. 
It has also been observed that the proportion of LAMBRETTA scooter 
owners (69.25S) is higher in the age group 26-35 years as compared to 
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VIJAY (5036) and BAJAJ (44.65^). This is pro'baljly due to shifting of persons 
from higher income hracket and also higher status where it hecomes necessary for 
them to have some vehicle, which is easily available in the market. 
1.3 Distribution of Respondents by Income group 
Persons in the income group of Rs,5000/- to Rs.10,000/- per annum seem to he 
the main prospective users of hi-wheelers. There is no significant preference 
between scooters and motorcycles in this income group. They prefer a scooter 
a little more than motorcycle since the persons in this income range are 
mostly between 21 and 31 years of age who are often married and hence the need 
for slow speed and better control and safety.It will beaseen from Table III that 
about 36f> and 51.1?6 of RAJDOOT and TBZDi/jAHA motorcycles owners respectively 
fall in the income group of Rs.5001 - 10,000. Also it shows that the preference 
of the respondents in the same income group is h i ^ for VIJAY scooters (56.^) 
as compared to LANBRSTTA (46.2^) and BAJAJ (49.45^). However, it should be 
noted that ownership figures do not necessarily reflect the preferences due to 
relative shortage of BAJAJ scooters. 
Respondents in the income range of Rs.10,001 to Rs.15,000 per annum prefer 
scooters 23.236 rather than motorcycles 18,15&. Among the scooters VIJAY and 
BAJAJ are again close Ijrt and Ilnd respectively. Respondents in the income 
group of Rs.15,001 to Rs,20,000 have almost an equal preference of motorcycles 
and scooters. 
Persons having income of Rs.20,000 and above per annum are mostly businessmen 
whose work requires sturdier heavy duty performance from their vehicle. They 
along witjr independent professionals in this income group are less concerned 
about the price and resale value consideratioHs, It will be seen from 
Table III that 7.756 of motorcycles owners fall in the top income group against 
only 1.236 in the case of scooter owners. 
1.4 Distribution of Respondents by occupation 
Table IV gives the distribution of vehicle owners by occupation. It has 
been observed that the respondents in government service prefer to have 
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scooters rather than motorcycles as they can easily get a scooter through government 
(luota. Moreover, office goers have a reiittively limited day to day use for their 
vehicle. It seems that BAJAJ scooter is most preferred by those in the government 
service(57,83t). The percentage of LUiBSETfA scooters owned by the government 
servants is also high at 5^* This is perhaps because of their easy loan facilities 




PARTICULARS OF THE TEBICLE 
11.1 Hame in which regia-tered 
An overwhelming Biajority of 82.45^  vehicles were registered in the respondents 
own nsunes. (783S and 85,336 in the case of motorcycles and scooters respective-
ly). The rest were riSgistered on company's or*6thers' names. Others 
include father, brother, relatives, friends, etc. 
The proportion of motorcycles registered in the name of company's and/or 
organisations is considerably hi^er at 12.1^ as against a figure of 
2.656 for scooters. This figure not only suggests that company's prefer 
sturdier machines for heavier usage (often used by different people) but 
also give less consideration for the prices. 
It is felt that the figures registered in own name are exaggerated at the 
expense of the figures for 'others name', especially for scooters, as 
many do not like admitting booking vehicles in others names. Details 
on number of vehicles registered on respondent's own names, compajiy's 
names, etc. are given in Table 7. 
11.2 New and second-hand imrchases and source of purchase 
Table VI-A and VI-B give the diwtribution of respondents , classified by 
soixrce of purchase. It will be seen from Table VI-A that almost all the 
new motorcycles 68 out of 72 respondents and 34 out of 38 respondents in 
the case of RAJDOOT and TEZDI respectively, were ptxrchased in the open 
market, presumably because they are easily available and 'priority quotas' 
are not required. In sharp contrast the majority of new BAJAJ was bou^t 
through government quota. The reason for this could be that (l)it is 
comparatively easily available through government quota (2)high premium 
in the open market. 
It will be seen from Table VI-B, that among second-hand purchases'friends' 
were the main sources of purchase in the majority of the cases(42 out of 72). 
Contd...,/l1 
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11,3 Mode of pnTchase lay Inooae and occnpation groups. 
As mentioned in the earlier section, that 49.15^ of the respondents are 
in the income group of Rs.5001 to 10,000 per annum. 
A majority of the Respondents reported to have bought the vehicle against 
cash and throu^ employers loan. It will be seen from Table VII<-A that 
majority of the respondents in the higher income bracket (RS.10,000 and 
above per emnum) have made 'cash' ptirchase. (Out of 73 respondents in 
the higher income bracket 47 have made cash purchase). 
Table VII-B gives the distribution of respondents classified by occupation 
and mode of purchase. It has been observed, that among those received 
loan from employer for buying vehicle, majority of them are in govenament 
service. On the other hand among the private salaried persons, majority 
of them 6^ out of 114 have made cash purchases. It will also be seen 
from above mentioned table that among others (consists of businessmen, 
students, etc.) about 34?^  of them reported to have bought against cash. 
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SECTION III 
RELATIVE PREFERENCE FOR MOTORCYCLES YIS-A-VIS SCOOTERS 
III.l) Reasons for choicet-
Respondents were asked to give one or more reasons that were responsible for 
the choice of the machine they have at present. From Table VIII we observe 
that the largest single reason given with the exception of BAJAJ for choice 
of the respondents existing machine was to avoid waiting given by 33.45^  of 
the total respondents. The percentage of the same for motorcycles is 
higher at 55*3^ as compared to a very low figure of 10.3S^  for scooters. The 
reason for this appears to be the easy availability of motorcycles in the 
market. RAJDOOT motorcycles 6436 and LAMBRBTTA (76.93^ ) were the heaviest 
contributors to this category. 
The other reasons, category by itself covered half of the total responses. 
55*53^ of scooter owners were reported to have given some miscellaneous 
reason* for the preference of their existing machine against 40.256 by 
motorcycles. 
Among motorcycles the RAJDOOTS 'other reasons' (37.23^ ) included its 
relative lightness, comfort from a good suspension system, adequacy of 
service facilities, smaller turning circle, etc. 'YEZDIS 'other reasons' 
were predominantly 'known to be the best vehicle', better reputation, 
higher horse power, etc. 
Among scooters LAHBRETTAS 30.83^  'other reasons' stands out against 
VIJAT 52.53^. LAMBRETTA owners vehemently emphasized its safety and 
balance vis-a-vis BAJAJi' 
Performance is the second most frequent specific reason quoted by 23.53^  of 
the respondents. The same has been foTind to be higher for motorcycles 
(28.8^) than for scooters (19.93^). It will be seen from Table VIII that 
among motorcycles and scooters, TEZDl and BAJAJ contributed the highest 
overall percentages of 57.8 abd 43.8 to this response. Stirprisingly only 
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3,93^  of LAMBRETTA owners mentioned performance as their reason for choice of 
the machine. 
About lljt of the responses were about 'price' 'resale value' and appearance 
respectively. Ctiriously, the motorcycles have a marginally higher figure for 
price considerations. This is due to the greater price differences between 
the motorcycles themselves. YEZDI owners (13.35^ ) responded in the price due 
to the sufficiently higher price of the ROYAL ENPIELB which they would have 
chosen otherwise. Similarly RAJBOOT owners (l0.53^ ) mentioned 'price* on their 
reason relatively cheaper than TEZDI; 
In contrast the scooter owners meant price relative to motorcycles in general 
when giving this reason. But for BAJAJ compared to the response for LAMBRETTA, 
price was of much lower significance than other factors. 
Predictably, all the responses about 'resale value' were confined to BAJAJ and 
VIJAT scooter owners, 395^  of them have mentioned 'resale value' as one of the 
reasons as compared to a low figure of 6.05^  for LAMBRETTA. 
Only 11.83^  of the respondents have mentioned 'appearance' as their reasons for 
choice. It has been observed that the proportion of the same is higher for 
scooters 14.73^, motorcycles 7.63^ . Among RAJDOOT motorcycle owners about 
8,15^  of them have mentioned this reason as agasinst 6.73^  for YEZDIl 
Maintenance cost and fuel consumption together constituted 223^  of the respfinses. 
Both these factors were much more important for scooter buyers (29.33^ ) than for 
motorcycle buyers (11.43^ ) especially for BAJAJ (383^), against YEZDI second 
best of 193^  which contributed almost entirely to the high percentage for 
scooters. 
III.2)Relative preference for various brands 
Respondents first, second and third preferences for various brands were obtained 




RAJDOOT Motorcycle oimers 
It will be seen from Table II that of the 86 RAJDOOT motorcycle owners contacted 
42 of them gave their first ohoice for BAJAJ, The rest were equally distributed 
among the three motorcycles (ENFIELD and YEZDI being the other t«b) thus leaving 
ohly 14 from 86 RAJDOOT owners who would buy it again. Among theoBecond 
preferences given by RAJDOOT motorcycle owners 7IJAY occupies the second position 
followed by TEZDI; ( 18 and 15 out of 86 resp.) 
YEZDI owners 
In contrast to RAJDOOT motorcycle owners, almost half of the YEZDI owners 
(23 out of 45) would buy YEZDI again. And only 11 of them mentioned their first 
preference for BAJAJ, Then second preference if not for other vehicles and/or no 
preference (17 respondents^^ goew mainly to the ROYAL EHPIELD, \9 respondents out 
of 45) and BAJAJ (8 out of 45). 
BAJAJ owners 
Of the 83 BAJAJ owners, 45 of them predictably plumped for their own vehicle, 
30 would go in for TIJAY. 
YIJAY 
17 out of 34 VIJAY owners have indicated their first choice as YIJAY. The most 
common reason stated being 'safety' relative to a BAJAJ scooter. 
Ill.3Preference for motorcycles vis-a-vis scooters 
The respondents were asked if scooters were freely available and had no extra 
premium or resale price which would you prefer to buy? Here possibly the wording 
of our question asking the respondents to ignore considerations of resale value 
did not work as well as we had hoped. It is felt that in a real life situation 
of no difference in resale value, certainly more than 135^  of scooter owners would 
go in for motorcycles. 
Table X shows that about 65.23S of the motorcycle owners prefering to stick to 
motorcycles. The same is very h i ^ in the case of scooter owners (84.3^). 
Common reasons given were the presence of a spare wheel, lightness, ease of handling 
in city traffic, family preferences, etc. 
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SECflOW IV 
COST OP MAIHTHIAHCE 
IV. 1) DISTRIBUTION OF BESPOHDBHTS BY DI3JAHCB TRAVELLED 
The sxirvey result suggests that oiotorcycles are "being used more for long 
distance work. The average distance covered in a month hy motorcycle has been 
estimated at 1404 kms. as against a figure of 1039 kms. for scooter. 40.03t 
motorcycle travelled less than 1000 kau. per month versus 51*75^  for scooter, 
furthermore 19S^  of motorcycle travelled over 1500 km. per month versus only 
11.05^  in the case of scooters. Table XI also suggests that persons who travellei 
less than 500 kms, a month prefer to have scooters rather than motorcycles. 
Among the scooter owners, about 15?^  of them fall in the category of *less than 
500 kms.* against a figure of 55^  for motorcycle owners. 
IV.2) COST OP MAIgTENANCE AND OPERATING COST 
Chst of maintenance appears to be one of the crucial factors which influences 
the preference of buyers. In this connection, respondents were asked to 
furnish the followingi-
i) average distance covered in a month, and 
ii) average expenditure incurred in a month on fuel, servicing, repairs and 
spare parts and insurance. 
Except two, the rest of them have provided the information asked for. 
Based on the information collected, the average cost of maintenance per 
vehicle per month and average operating cost per thousand kilometers have 
been computed separately for each brand of vehicle and are given in Table XII. 
Ihile arriving at these, the average cost of maintenance per vehicle per 
month as well as operating cost per thousand kilometers travelled, tho amount 
paid by the vehicle owners towards the insurance premium has been excluded. 
This is mainly because of the reason that the inclusion of this item into 
cost of maintenance may not yield a meaningful result unless the vehicles 
have further classified under two categories namely these covered under 
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i)Compreliensive scheme and (ii)third-party scheme. 
In general, the average cost of maintenance per vehicle/month and operating cost 
per thousand kilometer for a motorcycle are slightly higher than that of a 
scooter. Based on the survey data, it has been estimated that a motorcycle 
owner, on an averaige spends Rs.83.4i per month towards the maintenance of the 
vehicle. And for a scooter the same has been estimated at Rs.6^.32. Also not 
Dn.ch difference has been obsei^ed between motorcycles and Scooters on the operatic 
cost per thousand kilometers travelled. The average operating cost for thousand 
kilometers for a scooter works out to Rs.62.85 as compared to Rs,64.45 f'or a 
motorcycle. 
Among motorcycles YEZDI has a higher operating cost per thousand kilometers as 
well as cost of maintenance per vehicle/month. The reason for this appears to 
be its higher fuel costs (being 2.5 HP enging). But RAJDOOT, which is having 
a comparatively lower horse power engine, is equally cheap running in other 
aspects. The fuel costs of the RAJDOOT motorcycle (Rs.44.10 per 5OO kilometers) 
justifiabily be considered favourable vis-a-vis the scooters (RS.43.20 per 
500 kilometers) considering its slightly higher power. 
It has also been obseinred that average operating cost per 50O kilometers for a 
BAJAJ (RS.57»07) is considerably lower than the other brands such as RAJDOOT 
(Rs.64.72) and LAMBRETTA (RS.68.39). This is mainly due to its low expenses on 
'Repairs and spare parts*i Contrary to this statement, BAJAJ seems to be more 
costly in up-keep than other brands mainly because that the former has higher 
percentages in the higher-milesige groups and thus in fact a lower operating 
cost per 500 kilometers. (While interpreting the figures on cost of maintenance 
per vehicle per month, we must always refer to the percentage of vehicle owners 
in various mileage groups). 
Also BAJAJ 's 'repair and spare parts* expenses stand out dignificantly as the 
lowest, making it the cheapest running vehicle. (RS.10.34 against the scooter 
average of Rs.14.02 and motorcycle average of Rs.i3.48). 
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lY.^) EXPENSES BORNE BY| 
Respondents ««* were also asked to state whether theexpenses incurred on the 
maintenance of the vehicles are being paid by themselves or by the Company. 
The data collected in this connection are set out and given in Table XIII. 
Of the total respondents, nearly 825^  of them paid the maintenance expenses 
themselves. The proportion is high in the case of scooter owners (87.83^ ) as 
compared to motorcycle owners (79.45^). ^he reason for tMs is that not only 
many motorcycles were owned by the companies but also most of the scooter 
owners are in Government Service, where they don't get any special allowance 
for maintaining their vehicles. 
Also it will be seen from the Table XIII that about 10.25^  of all the 
respondents contacted have stated that the expenses incurred by them on 
maintenance were shared both by the 'company' as well as by 'themselves'. 
The reason for this appears to be that many respondents get a fixed 
conveyance allowance from their employer which partially subsidises the 
costs of vehicle operations. 
SECTIOH Y 
SERVICE FACILITIES 
V.1) SERYICIHG BACILITIES 
The consensus is overwhelmingly one of satisfaction with the general service 
facilities available in Delhi. 94»4^ of the respondents contacted have 
stated that the service facilities available in Delhi are 'adequate*. 
Among RAJDOOT motorcycle owners, except one, the rest of them have stated that 
the service facilities are adequate. However, in case of TEZDI owners, there 
were comparatively more complaints about inadequate facilities (93^). 
It has been observed that among scooter owners, the complaints on inadequate 
facilities by the HAJDOOT/PANTABULOUS scooter owners are the highest. All 
the ei^ty 5AJAJ owners contacted have expressed their satisfaction with the 
adequacy of service facilities in Delhi. 
V.2) DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONDENTS BY HUMBER OP TIMES THEY GET THEIR VEHICLE SERVICED 
Prom Table IV we observe, that motorcycles being serviced more frequently 
than scooters (64*45^  of motorcycles are serviced once a month or more against 
a figure of 55»55^  for scooters). The reason for this appears to be the 
heavier usage of motorcycles. 
Both RAJDOOT and YEZDI get equal attention from owners on the whole, though 
quite a few owners seirviced their vehicles infrequently (once in three months), 
Among scooter owners, Al^^i* of them get their vehicles serviced once a month 
and 31 #4^ once in two months. Amongst scooters, BAJAJ see^ is to get a very 
little attention from owners. About 203t of BAJAJ owners get their machine 
serviced once in three months (only 10.836 in the case of BAJAJ owners). It 
has been noticed during the field work that BAJAJ owners response always 
used to be from pride at their machine 'which require very little attention'. 
It will also beMU seen from the Table, that LAMBRETTA scooter is serviced 
most frequently among all vehicles (13.35^ of LAMBRETTA owners get their 
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maohine serviced twice a month and 53 per cent once a month against BAJAJ's 
4 percent and 53 percent respectively. Among BAJAJ scooter owners, 42 percemt 
of them get their vehicles serviced once in two months or three months as 
compared to LAMBRETTA's 33 percent. 
V.3)M0DE OF SERYICIHG 
It will be seen from Tiable XYI that a majority of the respondents (49?^ ) get 
their vehicles serviced locally (local mechanics/workshops) hut still 355t 
go to authorised dealers/service-stations. RAJDOOT motorcycle has the highest 
percentage of those going to authorised dealers/service stations (41«2^ against 
35»6'jS for YEZDI). It indicates that self servicing is easier in the case of 
RAJDOOT motorcycle than TEZDI. 
For BAJAJ the majority of respondents prefer to go to local an mechanics as 
the authorised service stations are 'inattentive', providing very poor service 
and charging too much each. 
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3BCTI0H YI 
OFIHIOg ABOUT AUTHORISBD BEALERS 
VI.l) COHPLAHTTS ABOUT AUTHORISES BEALERS 
As mentioned already, thai; most of the vehicle owners prefer to get their 
vehicle serviced from local mechanics/workships, rather than from the 
authorised dealers/service stations. The question may arise immediately, 
that why should they prefer the local mechanics when they expect good 
service from authorised dealers? To find an answer for this question, 
respondents were a^ked to give their opinion ahout their respective 
authorised dealers/service stations. The opinions given by the respondents 
were classified into two hroad categories namely: i)unfavourahle/negative 
opinions and ii)favotirahle/positive opinions ahout the dealers. The details 
regarding the respondents' opinion about authorised dealers are given in 
Table I?II. 
It will be seen from the Table, that except 'Unique authmobiles' (authorised 
service station of British Motor Co.) all other authorised dealers/service 
stations for RAJBOOT, YEZBI, BAJAJ and LAMBRBTTA were not liked by the 
respondents for some reason or other. 
RAJBOOT BEALER 
About 675^  of the respondents those who get their vehicles serviced in 
British Motor Co. (authorised dealer for RAJBOOT motorcycle) were reported 
to have given Tinfavoiirable comments about them as against a figure of 50?6 
for Bass Motors. Among the \infavotirable opinions, the percentage of those 
quoted 'miscellaneous tinfavourable' is the highest at 28,65^  for B;M«C. as 
compared to 22.85^ for Bass Motors. 'Miscellaneous unfavourable' includes 
not safisfaotory, poor attention to the customer, cheating the customer, 
not» cooperative etc., etc. 
Though 'unique automobiles* is a sub-service dealer of B.M.C, the table 
suggests that all of the respondents were very much satisfied with the 
service rendered by them. About 78.65^  of them were reported to have mentioned 
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that they are 'mechanically competent* of which 57.25^  said *Good' and 21,4?^ 
as 'Excellent'. The same figures for other two dealers are5.75^ and 4.55^  for 
•B.M.C and 'Dass' respectively. It deserreii to mention here that despite 
21.4^ of them considered that 'unique automohile' is 'expensive', unanimously 
praised their service given to the customer. The reason for this is appears 
to be that the customers get more personal attention in 'unique automobiles' as 
compared to BiM.C. and Sass Motors, 
YEZDI DEALERS 
Among YEZDI owners, those who get their vehicles seirviced through their 
authorised dealer 'Se^al Automobiles', about three-fourth of them were given 
unfavourable comments about the sejrvice facilities. About 36?^  of the respondents 
made minor complaints (miscellaneous unfavourable comments) Rnd 295^  said as 
'Expensive'. 
BAJAJ AND LAMBRETTt DEALERS 
It appears from table, that among scooter owners, LAMBRETTA owners were much 
disgusted with their authorised dealer. It will be seen from the table that 
among the respondents those who get their vehicles serviced at 'Amba Motors* -
authorised dealer for LABUBRETTA, nearly 915^  of them were given unfavourable 
comments on 'Amba Motors*. The same figure for *Allied-Motors' (another 
prominent dealer of CAHBRELK) is 74.2?&. Similarly among VESEA dealers, the 
services given by the 'BAJAJ* were not likei: by 65.23^  of the respondents, as 




VII.1) AVAILABILITY OF SPARE PARTS 
Of the total respondents TOf> of them were reported to have mentioned that 
spares were 'regularly available* (the same percentage holding for 
motorcyoles and for scooters). The respondents' opinions about the 
availability of spare parts is given in Table XVIII. 
Among scooters, it was the LAMBHETTA (only 50.03^ of the respondents said 
'regularly available') which affected the -pp* picture for scooters. 
Otherwise, YIJAY and BAJAJ owners were happiest with the situation (SOjt) and 
77.CJ{ respectively). 
RAJDOOT comes first among motorcycles for its easy availability of spare 
parts (mentioned by 765^  of the RAJDOOT motorcycle owners as compared to 693^  
in the case of TBZDI owners). Its figure for 'occasionally not available* 
(11.65^ ) and 'quality sub-standard' (8,15^ ) are the highest among other 
vehicles. Only 1.251 and 2.25^  of RAJDOOT and YEZDI motorcycle owners 
respectively complained of 'always difficulty*. 
It appears from Table IVIII that among scooter owners LAMBRETTA scooter 
owners were the only dissatisfied lot in general. Only half of them 
were satisfied with the supply position. 23.15^ of them had no comments 
to make as they have not required ahy spares yet. Of the remaining 
275^ , the majority of tjiem (19«256) complained of 'occasionally not available* 
and 1,7% of 'always difficult*. Since the authorised service stations and 
suppliers of spare parts are the same people for LAMBRETTA scooter, it is 
quite possible that the complaints about difficulties in getting spare parts 
ara linked with inefficient servicing. However there were no comprints 
about 'quality' or 'price higher than listed'. 
VIJAY owners gave the iiost 'regularly available' responses (8036) and 
none complained of 'always difficulty' or 'price higher than listed'. 
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But, however, 5»03^  siad 3«75^  of "them have mentioned the complaints of 'quality' 
and 'occasionally not available' respectively. Actually this was largely in 
the nature of difficulties in telling genuine from spurious parts. 
BAJAJ's overall picture in regard to the availability of spares is not as good 
as VIJAY hut still better than LAMBRETTA scooter. 8,4^ of the respondents 
complained of 'occasionally not available' and only 2,43^  of 'price higher than 
listed'. 
Thus in general there was satisfaction with the spare parts position among the 
respondents subject to the general comment that it was difficult to tell genuine 
from spurious parts. 
T11.2 COMMON CHMPLAINTS 
To ascertain the respondents' opinion about their machine, they were asked to ? 
freely volunteer their complaints about their machine. Percentage distribution 
of respondents classified by complaints made by them is given in Table XIX. 
Of the total respondents, nearly one-fourth of them have mentioned 'no complaints' 
about their machines. The percentage seems to be of the higher order {26.6%) 
in the case of scooter owners than motorcycle owners (16.53^)• Among motorcycle 
owners, one-third of YEZDI owners are seemed to be loyal towards their machine 
(35*65^  said 'no complaints'). The same figure HAJDOOT motorcycle is only 10,5^. 
A little over 34.65^  of all the respondents were reported to be having 'other 
complaints*, such as lights, switch, etc., etc. Since it has not been possible 
to spell out all minor complaints separately, all those are covered into the 
category 'others'. It will be seen from the table, that 'other complaints' is 
actually the highest single category for both motorcycles (355^ ) and scooters (345^ ), 
The majority of (51^) of HAJDOOT motorcycle owners had 'other complaints' like! 
i) Wobbling of the rear wheel and handle, 
ii) low pick-up worsening with higher loads, 
iii) the shape of the 'Ranger's petrol tank' dangerous for braking at high sppeds, 
iv) the electrical system-specifically the indicator lights. 
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On -klie contrary, TEZDI's other complain-ts were, mainly about its noise, 
inconvenient seat for ladies, etc. 
The scooters 'other complaints' included the usual one about imbalance for the 
BAJAJ, making it prone to skid, and LAMBSETTA*s chain system, relative heaviness, 
high pillion, vibrations at high speed etc. 
'Starting trouble* were mentioned by nearly 23S^  of the respondents. The same 
appears to lower in the case of motorcycles (18.7?6) as compared to scooters 
(26.056). RUDOOT motorcycle appears to be the best bi-wheeler in this respect 
(mentioned only by 11,65& against TEZDI 31.15&). 
Among scooters, LAMBRSTTA (30.8^) was the most troublesome in this respect closely 
followed by BAJAJ (29?5). VIJAY was considered much better in this regard (l2.5?t). 
Among other complaints, performance of 'shock absorbers' was one of those of ten 
mentioned by the respondents, Nearly 1 8 . ^ of them reported to have mentioned 
about leaking, imperfect telescoping, leaving marks on the inner cover of 
shock tikbsorbers, etc. The complaints made by the motorcycle owners on 
shock absorbers were on the higher order (26.C^) as compared to scooter owners 
(11.056). 
Again RAJSOOT motorcycle comes out better here with 24*496 complaints against 
TEZDI 33«336 on shock absorbers. Among scooters too LAMBRETTA is by for the 
best in tRis respect with only 7.756 complaints against VIJAY 1556 and BAJAJ 1256. 
Complaints about Carburetter flooding fuel passage blocks, gear box and clutch 
plates were of normal incidence and need no special attention except that the 
figure for LAJCBRETTA scooter for gear and clutch plate trouble (46.256) is 
exceptionally high as compared to other braids. Mainly the complaint was about 
the frequent shippa^e of gears during motion. Similarly, in 'carburetter 
flooding and fuel passage blocks' both RAJDOOT motorcycle as well as LAMBRETTA 
sceoter occupies the first position (l7»5 and 19*256 respectively). 
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It appears from table that brakes are main problem with many VIJAY (20.OJ&) and 
BUAJ (18,156) owners and to a much lower degree, with LAMBBETTA scooter (II.6J6 only) 
Regarding BAJAJ, the problem about brakes is linked with its alleged imbaleuice 
t^aking stidden braking hazardous. 
The chain problems are the second-most-q.uoted among motorcycle owners. Of the 
RAJDOOT motorcycle owners contacted, about 3 2 . ^ were mentioned the complaints 
of chain against a meagre figure of 4*45^  of YBZBI. 
The VIJAY scooter and LAMBRETTA with Tf> each also have chain problem. LAMBRETTA 
<m. and VIJAY owners' complaints on chain went like 'the chain system is not 
good', should be like BAJAJ's shaft system. 
Complaints on the 'frequent replacement of moving parts' are lower for the 
motorcycles (33^ ) than for the scooters (4,556). YEZDI comes out slightly better 
than RAJDOOT in this respect. 
Among the scooters LAMBRETTA alone (8.496) contributes to the scooter figures. 
This figure is nil for BAJAJ scooter. 
Only 796 of RAJDOOT motorcycle owners mentioned 'frequent break-downs' as compared 
to 2,236 f6r YEZDI, toil for BAJAJ, 1,256 for VIJAY, and 15,356 for LAMBRETTA 
scooter. 
SECTIOH YIII 
SUOdESTIONS GIVEN BY THE HBSPONJEKfTS 
In course of interview, the suggestions made by the respondents in connection 
with the improvement of their respective machine were also recorded. Since the 
suggestions given by them vary from one respondent to another, it has not "been 
possible to standardise the same. However, the suggestions were classified into 
five broad categories, namely - in regard to i)Engine ii)Electrical system 
iii)cipain iv)Suspension, and v)Miscellaneous. Against each suggestion, the 
nxunber of respondents haw also been indicated. The suggestions given by the 
respondents are given below:-
A| RAJDOOT MOTORCYCLE OWNERS (48) (i)EUGINE 
1. Quality of the gudgeon pin should be improved (1) 
2. Gear box and clutch plate are to improve (1) 
3. Horse power of the engine should be increased (3) 
4. Quality of the Carburreter should be improved (1) 
5. Pick-up after 50 kms./hour is not good at present and they should try to 
improve it (1) 
6. Sotmd should be improved (1) 
7. Pick-up should be improved (1) 
8. They should put stronger sprocket (1) 
9. Engine material needs improvement both in quality and finish (1) 
10. Starting trouble should be eliminated (1) 
ii) ELECTRICAL 
1. They should improve the magnetic point since it needs frequent adjustment (1) 
2. Electrical system should be improved (1) 
3. Magneto should be more powerful (2) 
4. Side indicators should be improved (1) 
5. Horn should be improved (1) 
iii)CHAIN 
1. Quality of the chain should be improved (6) 
2, Chain system to be improved to avoid frequent replacement (3) 
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3. Chain cover should be widened since -the chain always -touches the cover (l) 
iv) SUSPEUSION 
1. Wohbling of the handle should be removed (5) 
2. Front wheel bushes are poor in quality and the same should be improved (1) 
3» Quality of shock absorbers to be improved (7) 
4. Shock absorbers should be sealed properly (2) 
v) MISCELLANEOUS 
1. Spare wheel may be provided, if possible (3) 
2. Should offer new colotirs periodically (1) 
3. Spares should be made available individually (1) 
4» Vehicle should be more sturdy (3) 
5. Look system for the petrol tank cap should be provided (1) 
6. They should increase the tensile strength of all moving parts (1) 
7. IJniform and strict quality control check should be adopted (1) 
8. Quality of all parts in the vehicle should be improved (2) 
9' Shape of the petrol temk (especially in Ranger) is not good and try to improve 
the shape ( 3 ) — — — ^ 
10. Service conditions should be improved (2) 
B, YEZBI OWNERS (30) 
i) ENGimS 
1. Horse power of the engine may be increased (1) 
2. Starting trouble should be removed (5) 
3. JPour stroke engine should be there (1) 
4. Over heat of engine at slow speed may be avoided (1) 
5. Kick should be separated from gear leaver (1) 
6. Should be a separate gear box since the whole machine has to be opened for 
gear box repair (1) 
7. Overflow in the Garburretter should be avoided (1) 
ii) ELECTRICAL 
1. Electrical system should be improved (1) 
2. Adjustment of head light specially in dipper position should be provided (1) 
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iii) CHAIg 
1. Quality of the chain should he improved (l) 
iv) SUSPENSION 
1, Quality of shock ahsorhers to he improved (3) 
2, Front shock ahsorhers should he improved (2) 
v) MISCELLANEgIS 
1. Its seat should he made larger (5) 
2. Spare wheiBl may he provided (6) 
3. Finish of all mechanical components should he improved (1) 
4. Its kick should he made stronger (1) 
5. For good look, chromium parts should he fitted (1) 
6. Its noise should he reduced (1) 
7. Brake system should he improved (1) 
8.. Proper lock system should he provided (1) 
C. BAJAJ OWNERS (51) 
i) EIGINE 
1. Engine should he in the middle for well h^lance and safety (18) 
2. Power of the engine should he increased (1) 
3. Quality of the Carhtirreter should he improved (1) 
4* Quality of the gear hex should he improved (1) 
5. Carhurreter flooding should he avoided (1) 
6. Starting trouhle should he removed (1) 
ii) ELECTRICAL 
1. It's electrical system should he improved (5) 
2. Head li^t should he more powerful (1) 
3. To improve the lighting, condenser should he used (1) 
4. Frequent fusing of hulhs should he avoided (1) 
5. The present electrical circuit should he changed (1) 
iii) SUSPENSION 
1. Leaking of the shock ahsorhers should he eliminated (1) 
2, Quality of shock ahsorhers should he improved (1) 
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iv) MISCELLANEOUS 
1. Poo*-rest should te on TaoMh the sides (2) 
2. Wheels should be made larger to have "better road grip (8) 
3. Poot-rest should be covered with rubber pad (2) 
4* Side paaets should have lesser curvature (1) 
5• Brake should be improved (1) 
6. Its appearance should be improved (1) 
7. Its weight should be increased (1) 
8. Body should be more steamlined (2) 
9. Frequent breakage of its clutch and speed inter-wires should be avoided (1) 
10. Front shield should be thick as in the past (1) 
D. LAMBRETTA OWNERS (51) 
i) ENGINE 
1) Quality of all moving parts to be improved (4) 
2. Carburreter flooding should be avoided (1) 
3. Starting trouble to be avoided (1) 
4. Ehain system should be eliminated (16) 
5. Pick-up should be improved (4) 
6. Horse power of the engine should be increased (1) 
7. Over heating of engine may be avoided (1) 
ii) ELECTRICAL 
1. Horn should be improved (1) 
2. Brake light should be provided (2) 
3. They should provide side indicators (1) 
iii) SUSPENSION 
1. They should provide 4 shock absorbers instead-one (1) 
2. Front suspension is to be improved (1) 
<^ l^Uttlity-mf *hu ujiu 
iv) MISCELLANEOUS 
1. Brake should be improved (2) 
2. Cost of the vehicle to be controlled (2) 
3. Quality of the spare parts to be improved (1) 
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4. Frequent "breakage of clutch wire should he avoided (l) 
5. No plastic part should he used (1) 
6. Pillion to he improved (3) 
7. Tool hox should have more space (2) 
8. Vehicle should he more sturdy (1) 
9. Wei^t of the vehicle to he reduced (4) 
10. Overall finish is to he improved (1) 
11. After-Sales-Service to he improved (1) 
12. Self starter should he provided (1) 
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TABLE - I 
BISTRIBUTIOH OF RESPONBEaraS BY MARIfAL STATUS 
« • , , . 
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NOTEs- FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS DENOTE PERCENTAGES. 
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TABLB I I 
DISTRIBUTIOS, OF RESPOHBEMTS BY AGE GROUP 
IN PERCENT 
TYPE/BRAND NAME OP VEHICLE 1 
HOTORCYCBES ' 
RAJDOOT (175 CO • GTS) < 
YEZDI -250 ' 




















































































NOTEt- FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS REPRESEaiT THE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS. 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONDEHTS BY INCOMB GROUP 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY OCCUPATION 
IN PERCENT 































































































NOTEj-. FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS REPRESENT THE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS. 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPOHDEMTS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE REGISTRATION OF THE VEHICLE 
til 
1 TYPE OP VEHICLE 
1 MOTORCYCLES 
1 SCOOTERS 
1 ALL TYPES 
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NOTEj- FIGDRES GIVEN IN BRACKET ARE PERCENTAGES. 
JABLE YI - A 
ItlSTRIBUTIOH OF VEHICLE OWNERS BY (MEIt) SOURCE OF PURCHASE 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS CLASSIFIED BY "REASONS FOR CHOICE" 
IN PERCENT 
TYPE/BRAHD NAME OP• 
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NOTE:- No check, provis ion for aral t iple answers. 
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TASLE IZ 
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• 23 2 1 
• 1 02 -
' 2 13 3 
! 4 10 8 
LAHB-
RETTA 
1 2 3 
- - 1 
2 - 3 
1 2 2 
- 4 6 
BAJAJ nriJAY 
1 2 3 
42 9 4 
11 8 2 
16 3 1 
17 - 1 
15 14 3 
ROYAL 
'.ENFIELD 
1 2 3 
2 18 7 
2 7 5 
3 9 1 
8 13 4 
30 13 1 
1 2 3 
13 9 3 
4 9 -
4 7 2 
1 9 4 
OTHER VEHICLES/ 
NO.PREF^ENCB 
1 2 3 
4 29 57 
4 17 36 
2 11 20 
- 41 61 
- 27 55 
NOTE}- 1,2,3 deno-tes first, seoond and third preferences respectively. 
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TABI.S X 
RELATIVE PREFERENCE FOR M/G VIS-A-VIS SCOOTERS IN PERCENT 
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DISTRIBUTION OP RBSPOBDEKTS CLASSIFIED BY THE EXPENSES BORNE BY 
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NOTEt- FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS REPRESENT PERCENTAOBSi 
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TABLE XIV 
RESPOMPENTS OPINION ABOUT THE SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN THEJIITY 
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gOTE:- FIGURES IN PARANTHESIS REPRESENT PEifCENTAGBS, 
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TABLE XV 

















































































DISTRIBUTIOI OP EESPONDEHTS 
BY MODE OF SERYICIHG 
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NOTE;- FIGURES IM BRACKETS REPRESENT PERCENTAGES. 
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TABLE XVII 
HBPAVOURABLE/PAVOURABLE OPINIOHS OF RESPOHBBNTS ABOUT AUfHORisED DEALERS/SERVICE 
STATIONS Df BELHI 
UHFAVOURABLE/ , 
FAVOURABLE ' | A » O C » >/ 
0FIHI0N>3 OF J •'" 
RESPOHDENTS • BiMIC/ 
UNFAVOURABLE • • 
OPINIONS » ' 
a)Mechanically ' ' 
Incompetent ' * 
i) V.Poor , 4.3 t 
ii)Poor 15.7 I 
1 
lj)Rtide '1.4 1 
o)Slow ' ' 
service M 1 . 4 I 
d)Eipensive » 5*7 ' 
e)Miscellaneous 28.6 
ALL unfavour- » 67,1 




i)Excellent ' 1,4 
ii)Good » 4.3 
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TABLB m i l 
RESPONDENTS OPINIOM ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OP 
SPARE PARTS 
IN EBRCBNT 
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Market liesearch Heport oa Consumer a t t i t u d e s to M/Cycies 
' ' i n 1 
Questionairs for actual users of Scooter and Motor Cycles 
BaKT " A 
Pa r t i cu l a r s abcut Vehicle Ovmed 
1, Kindly indicate the brand name of your vehic le . 
Scooters • Motor Cycles 
BajajCVespa,Super Chetak. Eoyal ilnfield 350 C.C* 
Priya,Shaft driven) Yezdi 2^0 c c 
Girnar (Shaft driven) iSnfield 200 C C 
Lamhretta (Chassdriven) Hajdoot 175 C.C. 
Vijay ( " ) G.T.S. 175 C.C. 
Others (Specify) Others (specify) 
2, Please f in ish the following d e t a i l s 
a) Regis t ra t ion No 
b) Year of Purchase 
c) Reg i s t - r a t ion name of yourself/Company/Others 
d) Purchased xiew/Second hand 
f) If new obtained fron Govt« (^uota . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P r i o r i t y Quota 
Open market . • 
Others(Specify) 
g) If second hand, purchased through 
Friends 
Brokers 
Dealers . . , , , . 
Others(specify) 




k-. What is the average distance covered per month, kms, 
5. Average monthly expenses on your vehicle 
a) Fuel Rs 
b) Servicing Rs , . 
c) Repairs & Sj^re Par t s Rs 
d) Insurance ±ts 
6 . B i l l s paid out of ( i ; lour earnings 
( i i>Organisat ion e t c * . . . . . 
Coiitd, . . . 2 , 
P A R T - B 
RATIi^G AND PERFOHMaNCE 
1. Reason for choice of present machine (mention in order of preferemce) 
a. price 
b. Fuel Consumption 
c. Maintenance Cost 
d. Performance 
e. Resale Value 
f. ivppearance 
g. To avoid, wasting 
h. Any other reason(Specify) 
2 . In Case you have to replace the machine which one would you buy 
and why. (give 3 choices) 




3. If Scooters and Motor Cycles were freely available and had no extra 
premium or resale price which would you prefer to buy . 
k. Rate machine you • presently own 
a) Excellent 
b) Sa t i s fac tory 
c) Poor. 
5. Reasons for above answer 
a . 'Exce l l en t because 
Trouble free Service 
Low running Cost s 
Good af te r Sales Service 
Original spares cheap 
Original spares ea s i ly avai lable 
Othars (Specify) 
b. Poor becuase 
Fre quent breakdown 
Failure of parts 
High running Costs 
Poor after-sales service 
Original Srpares Ex-pafir&ive . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • -
Original Spares not available 
Others (specify) 
Contd 3 . 
-t 3 »-
? A B I - 0 
Mft^ INIENANGE OF YCUE MAChlNE 
1. Availa"bility of spare par t s 
Regularly avai lable 
Occasionaly not a v a i l | b l e 
Always d i f f i cu l t y . 
Quality sub-standard 
Price higher than l i s t price 
Other (specify) 
2. Are the service f a c i l i t i e s avai lable in your c i t y / l o c a l i t y 
adequate, Yes/lMo. 
3 . how oft^n i s your machine serviced 
Once a for tnight 
Once a' month 
Once a 3 months 
Once a h monthd 
h, Fran where do you get your machine serviced. * 
Local Mechanics 
Authorised Service S ta t ions 
5. What i s your opinion about the authorised service s t a t ions in 
your c i t y . 
6. Vlh t^ are the conanon complaints about the machine. 
a. S t a r t i ng trouble 
b. Frequent breakdown 
c. Carburettor flooding 
d. Fuel passage blocks 
e. Frequent replacement of moving p a r t s , 
i . Gear box 
i i . Clutch P la tes 
i i i . Shock Absorbers 
i v . Brake shoes 
V. Others (specify) 
7. Kindly give your suggestion for the improvement of the vehicle. 
8. What is the opinion of your family about the vehicle. 
P A. R T - D 
mCK GROUND INFORMATION 
1. Name 
2. Address 
'3/ Marital Status 
h. Age group 1. Below 20 
ii. 20 25 
iii. 25 36 
iv. 36 50 .... 
V. 50 





6. Occupation a. Government Service (B) Pvt .Sa lar ied 
person (C) Independent Professional(iinginet!r, 
d. Student (e) Others ( spec**^ 
7. Number of members in your family using your vehicle Male, 
Female, 
P A R T - E INVESTlaVTION PABTICUIARS 
1. Date of Interview 
\ 2 , Signature . 
